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• understanding angels •

Kyrael
There is an ancient
context to my vibration,
more ancient than
anything that has gone
before and so ancient that
it cannot be counted. Yet
with such ancientness
there comes a specific
feeling. Being part of the
First Breath of God, the
wisdom of the ages and
the original love source is
held within my vibration
and it matures as the
Outbreath of God
continues to move
through Creation.

Archangel Kyrael
“We are eternal confirmation of the Divine
Presence. When that Presence is near and the
Supreme Consciousness is focused, we become
like an entranceway. We become a declaration
and announce by our presence that the greater
Presence is imminent. That is part of our
function and our way of being for we manifest in
the wake of our Creator. Yet, we are linked in a
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special way with Divinity and so it is that we
appear in an instant when Divinity is focused. It
is not our choice for that is irrelevant. It is how
we are. When you turn a switch does not the
light bulb illuminate? We are the illumination.
We are a consequence of the presence of
Divinity. In this regard, we ebb and flow – those
who you call angels.”
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• understanding angels •
Akhnaton
You come into a remembrance of the
deepest wonderment, astonishment even,
that such a manifestation as the Angelic
Presence is ours to behold. You feel their
nearness. Come into this experience for it
is exquisite as the angels pass over the
waters of Creation.

Akhnaton

“For humans, a point of reference is that angels can be messengers. The
greatest message that the angels bring is their very presence. That they
exist is the message and in so existing reveal to us the enormity of Divine
Love. They are not messengers - they are the message. They come
closely to see you in the oneness of Creation and even merged as we are,
they see into every consciousness. For they have perception of things
where we do not. They see with Divine eyes and so see truly, seeing also
what must be so. So then, we are observed in this manner and we take
shelter and sanctuary in this understanding. For you in your human
consciousness that which is, must be so.”

Archangel Kyrael

“The angelic realm halos Creation, moving
through it yet not born of it. To be within the
presence of one who is angelic is an
unforgettable experience. You perceive
reflections of us for our energies are vast and
powerful, being in the image of Source and
therefore undiluted to a degree. As such,

Archangel Michael

echoes of us go out for we are too powerful to

“I come as a consequence of Divine Presence. I have witnessed you since
you burst into Creation and I witness you still.”

fully present ourselves in our limitless form."
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• understanding angels •

Archangel Michael
“We angels are one. The angelic realm is

“Dearest ones, come into your higher

not in fact individualised. Though you

perception and into the circle of angels

bestow names upon us, the archangelic

who await your presence. You sense

consciousness does not need to be

our angelic presence and begin to

individualised for we permeate Creation.

perceive vast creatures of light about

We whom halo Creation yet are not

you for we come always as angels of

individualised into it, cannot know

light. There is a reverence between us

separation. To be individualised is to be

as the angels look upon the face of God

separate and so then we are not. When

in each of you and you by turn,

you call upon we archangels the whole of

experience the angels of God who

our collective consciousness turns towards

administer the Divine Will and its

you for we are of the One Angelic Mind.

unfolding within Creation. We are

When we communicate we speak with

creatures of light and are by your terms

various names, seemingly as angels who

blinding to behold.”

can be differentiated from each other but
in truth this simply is not so.”
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The Angelic Mind : Kyrael

• understanding angels •
I am not one of the
archangels you are familiar
with for I am not part of
human mythology. I come at
this time as a cosmic angel;
one whom is in service
throughout the cosmos and
not tied to any particular
dimension of existence
Archangel Kyrael

The Angelic Mind is an instrument; a
divine window. There is an outpouring
from that which is I. Feel how I draw to
the surface of your human consciousness
great empowerment of self – this is
important. The Angelic Mind has this
capacity; to uplift and draw from
consciousness all that is beauty and
divine. In truth, it may be said that angels perceive and
work always with the divine reflection in each of you. For
that which is angelic seeks always and exclusively the
Divine. We, in truth work not even with your soul rather
we only have perception of Divinity.
Our song is always to the Divine wherever it may be
found so then, we interface with all who make their way
through Creation as divine ‘reflections’. Come into the
resonance of this. I see only your divinity and to your
divine reflection do I speak. This is how the Angelic Mind
manifests all that is miraculous to you. We simply speak to
God. We preserve the divine reflection. We praise

and preserve it within every living
consciousness in your Creation. So then,
are you not blessed?
The Angelic Gaze : Kyrael

“I come as one archangelic so then begin to
experience the gift of my vibration which is
an aspect of the One Angelic Mind. So then,
I turn my gaze upon each and to each I
observe - there is truth to this for those whom are angelic have
their perception unique amongst all Creation. We observe you
in a manner unavailable to those whom are not angelic.
Understand this. The gaze of an angel perceives the entirety of
Creation. So then I see all that you are across eons of your time
and then more than this, I observe the window of your soul.
Uniquely do I perceive the divine portal that is you. I perceive
your arrival from Spirit – the alpha point of your soul. Again I
say, you are a window through which I see – the Creator of my
adoration. You understand this and we whom are angelic
serve always the divinity within you. Come into your breath.
You begin to deepen, expanding outward, sensing the
perpetual nearness of your God of Love.”
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• understanding angels •

Archangel Kyrael
I ask you to perceive me
in the centre before you,
however you wish. For I
come in my vibration and
I have angelic wings of
energy. The wings of

Sananda

angels and in particular of
Archangels, are enormous
and vast. They are not
contained by literal form.
The energy of these
etheric wings that so
popularly define us upon
earth, is very powerful and
is of the Angelic Principle
vibration.

“We sense the Angelic Presence forming about
us. So then, we are uplifted for their presence is
like a breath of joy. It comes to our awareness
that they bring their song. Do you know that
every soul within Creation has its beginning
point in ‘song’ ? God imagined the beauty of you
and sang to you of your beauty and so then you
were born with the gift of this song which is
uniquely yours. Do you know that the angels sing
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of every single soul’s ‘song’ and return them to
God. So, when you are named in Angelic Song
then this is what we speak of. They return our
beauty as they perceive the experience of every
one of us they are sent to oversee. They sing of
how we come into our beauty and how it ripens
within our explorations of life. They sing of the
majesty of Divine Creation and of many things
we can only wonder at.”
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• understanding angels •
Serapis Bey

As you open and surrender there is the most
amazing fragrance and beauty, for you
understand the angelic realm experiences
the greatest intimacy with God. They wear
this as a fragrance. It is a gift – a
consequence of their presence within
Creation. The divine intimacy we experience
through the angels is absolute beauty for
they bring to us a reflection of this intimacy
They bring to us a promise that our Creator
is as majestic and all encompassing as we
can conceive and so much more.

Angelic Song : Archangel Kyrael

“All about us there is the Angelic Mind – a most wondrous
consequence of Divine manifestation. You understand that we
are not part of Creation. The Angelic Mind externalises itself into
a choir of angels about you. It is a presence but more than this, it
is a song; that which is traditionally associated with the angelic
realm by humans. It is beyond communication. It is beyond the
praising of Divinity. It is of such things that you do not have
reference for as you are of Creation and we are not. Begin to
deepen, my dearest ones. The soul of each has its presence felt,
for there is a naming this day. You are being woven into
‘angelics’. You are naming into song. It is a blessing that may not
be described overly. It is part of the angelic function. Angelic
song is vastly powerful. It is like a thunderclap in your terms.“

Serapis Bey

“We hear an echo of their song, that which
they weave throughout Creation drawing us
closer together, bringing unity and focus.
And at the edge of our consciousness we
experience illumination; a radiance that is
absolutely breathtaking yet seemingly so far
off. It moves through your consciousness
bathing you in a divine reflection – the
angelic song.”
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The Angelic Principle

Archangel Kyrael

You could say that the

I come as an emissary of the angelic realm or

angelic realm is the

As part of First Manifestation all things have

the Angelic Principle, as we call it. I wish to talk

halo surrounding All

extended outward from the Angelic Principle

about the Angelic Principle. The angelic realm

That Is confirming the

for the Outbreath passed through us and

was part of First Manifestation when the All
That Is burst Creation into existence. This

divinity of Source

continued on through Creation so that within
all else of Creation there are varying degrees of

manifestation was light and sound and the

angelic energy and vibration. Not all universes

Outbreath of Divinity jettisoned itself to create

were manifested at once and when the Angelic

dimensional existence. Upon this first burst of ‘thought’ we came

Principle came into being there was no universe, for the Angelic

into being, predating 99.9% of all else in Creation. We hold the

Principle being close to the All That Is, just ‘is’.

concentration of divine energy. As this energy traveled outward

One explanation which may help is that you have iconic

and expanded Creation to accommodate itself, it did not

pictures of saints whom have halos which represents the divine

dissipate but rather evolved upon its path. We, however, remain

consciousness of that person.

un-evolved being part of that First Manifestation and so it can be

realm is the halo surrounding All That Is confirming the

said that we are the closest to the initial thought of the All That Is.

divinity of Source and as such we do not belong to any universe

You could say that the angelic

We are incredibly powerful, divine beings who have such

or are limited to any dimension. Although we move through

an intimacy with Source that it is not possible for all ones who

existence we are not literally part of it, the same as the

are subsequent to us to comprehend. This is what we call the

Outbreath of the All That Is is not literally part of Creation

Angelic Principle. As part of the First Manifestation there is a

because it stands outside of it. Yet our consciousnesses can

knowingness within the Angelic Principle of the exactness of the

observe and move throughout existence.
There is an untapped profound availability soon to come to

All That Is. It is not something that can be conveyed or
communicated for you have to ‘be’ this in order to know it and be

humanity from the angelic realms.

part of the Angelic Principle. This is not to say that the Angelic

humanity in ways that have not yet been known or offered

Principle is in any way ‘better’ in terms of all else that has

before. It is beyond the role that has been assigned by humanity

followed.

As the divine Outbreath moved through existence

to us as simply guardians, caretakers and right-hand beings of

taking all things along with it, life became experienced in an

God for there is not yet any true recognition of the full function

infinite array of being, none better or worse, just different.

of the Angelic Principle.
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We will be working with

Summary
• Section
5•
Akhnaton

“Something is forming. It came
with the angels. It came with the
First Manifestation. It came with
you, for you bring it into
existence and it is yours. It is
anchored into your
consciousness. It is the ‘answer’
that you are to the question of
life. It’s as if there were a tuning
fork held within you to which

♦ 	


The appearance of Angels

confirms the nearness of Divinity.

♦ 	


Angels and Archangels have

vast ‘wings’ of energy as they are
not contained by literal form.

♦ 	


Humans sometimes regard
The Angels don’t see ‘you‘ as

angels as messengers. They are

♦ 	


not messengers, as they are the

such but rather, see only the God

message and through their very

within you and serve that God.

existence reveal Divine Love.
♦ 	

♦ 	


The angels see us as we truly

are and what must be so for us.

The Angels perceive the

entirety of Creation and have
observed you from your beginning
as a soul.

your existence will resonate and

♦ 	


find its way. Every so often the

Angels and is a form of

angels strike upon this tuning

communication beyond our

Creation and so exists outside of it,

fork - calling you into balance and

understanding.

being the closest realm to Divinity.

‘Angelics’ is the song of
♦ 	


The Angelic realm predates

harmony and far more
The angels wear their intimacy

importantly, calling you back to

♦ 	


the movement of your Spirit and

with God as a beautiful ‘fragrance’.

They have an intimacy with

the Divine that isn’t possible for us,
understanding the exactness of the

the direction it takes. The
The angels know your soul’s

resonance of it moves through all

♦ 	


dimensions within which you

song and return its beauty to God.

All That Is.
♦ 	


exist as you become calibrated to
the Answer that you are.”

♦ 	


♦ 	


The angels are not individual

but are part of the One Angelic Mind
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The Angels liken themselves to

a halo surrounding All That Is
confirming the divinity of Source.

Who are the Ascended Masters?

What is the White Star Temple?

The Ascended Masters are
beings of pure love and light
that reside within the higher
dimensions of Spirit. As such,
they do not have form though
are often depicted in
paintings to make it easier for
us to identify with them.
They exist in a dimension where the primary
focus is service. Humanity has the blessing of these
beings bringing their service to us. It is their ongoing
joy to assist us on our path back to the Divine.
You can call upon the Ascended Masters to be
present with you in meditation.

The White Star Temple is an inter-dimensional
‘Temple’, which isn’t a literal temple but rather, is an
‘energy pattern’ where the Ascended Masters meet with
us. This pattern sits outside of the space-time
continuum. As such, anyone can access the Temple at
the same time as everyone else and in any location, as
time and space are irrelevant. While in the White Star
Temple each will hear and receive energies and
understanding relevant to them.
The White Star Temple stands for all 'time' and
has its own consciousness which evolves as we evolve.
You too can participate in the Temple. You need only
intend that this be so or you can listen to Soltec’s
recordings while in meditation and your consciousness
will join with the White Star Temple.

Who is SOLTEC?

Soltec makes available audio recordings
received from the Ascended Masters and
books featuring the Temple wisdom. He also
offers a free Temple podcast and more.

Soltec is an Australian channel and spiritual
teacher with over 20 years experience and
regularly facilitates meditation groups and
seminars. He has an intimate connection
with the Ascended Masters which he gladly
shares with others, assisting them to find
their own unique relationship with these
divine beings.

for more information go to :

www.melchizedekuniversity.com

Podca
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